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1.
I am treating rheumatic inflammatory ill states as
Akylosing Spodyltis (AS)(1-2 stage of evolution),
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA)(1-2 stage of evolution),
And many other rheumatic ill states as: lombalgia,
osteoarthrosis, hand-shoulder pain, and other
rheumatic pains….
My treatment use homoeopathical medicine ALSAV
PL3, which is the third hahnemannian dilution.
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I use injections with ALSAV PL3 in the regions with
pain – that means periartrodial, subcutaneous,
intramuscular, intraarticular, generally speaking in the
mesenchime.
I use ALSAV PL3 5 ml in injection or … 15ml, 20ml, or
even more. It depends on the pacient state – pains,
tumefactions, sinovial liquid.

2.
ALSAV PL3
It is polypeptides in solution. I use the third centesimal
hahnemannian dilution.
I produce it from the Horse Serum (HS) as starting
material by hydrolysis.
The Mother Tincture (MT) is a concentrated solution of
polypeptides results by HS hydrolysis.
We are not looking for a special kind of polypeptides.
Important is to have polypeptides and no proteins (after
hydrolysis) to not induce an unexpected result –
anafilaxix or strong immune response.
In using ALSAV PL3 means we use 99,9% water!
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It is so!
Water is a liquid crystal. It may take the shape we
chouse by shaking the water- Dinamisation.
ALSAV PL3 is water with the function of the
polypeptides. For that we inject this water – ALSAV
PL3 in the pain locus, paravertebral, periarthrodial,
subcutaneous, intramuscular or In the joint.
We inject polypeptides like solution local or regional
were it is pain. We are doing o loco-regional restoration
of the health energz of the body changing the ill state.
In AS and RA the cure means medium or long term
amelioration.
For AS or RA we need 12 infiltrations with ALSAV PL3
For other rheumatic complains it is inath a seriae of 6
infitration.
We are treating the AS , AR and Osteoarthritis with the
same medicine because thre are no differences in
ethiopathogenesis.
3.

The problem of the autoimmune
disease
I do not think that AS is an autoimmune disease
and nither RA.
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This inflammatory rheumatic diseases has a
damage of the mesenchime (bone, cartilage,
tendons, Synovial capsula, muscle, subcutaneous
tissues).
They may appear denaturated proteins in the
blood stream.
These denaturated proteins (Latex, Waaler-Rose,
C reactive protein) are the CAUSE

autoimmune diseases (in AS and RA) or
the EFFECT of the ill state???
Maybe Arthritis and osteoarthritis are
different illneses with the same
pathogenesis!!!
Think at that!
4.

Versus –
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Biologic polypeptides which are
blocking the immune response.
Ex. TOCILIZIMAT (ACTEMA) block interleukin 6
which is overproduced in RA joints.
- ETANERCEPT
- ADALIMUMAB
- INFLIXIMAT
- GOLIMUMAB

- EMBREL
- HUMIRA
- REMICADE
- SIMPCONI

there are blocking the TNF ά (Tumor Necrosis Factor)
drug manufacturer – Roche.
-ANAKIURA
-KINERET
is blocking the signal of interleukin 1
- ABATACEPT
- ORENCIA
prevents T cells from being activated
- RITUXIMAB
- RITUXAN
helps to eliminate B cells which are active in
autoimmune diseases
5.

Side effects
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All polypeptides which are blocking the immune response
has liver elevated enzymes; elevated LDL Cholesterol;
gastro intestinal problems even perforations. Danger in
TBC and recurrent infections because of the low immune
response.
ALSAV PL3 has none important side effects. Ometims
a low pain at the place of the injections.

6.

Advantages of the ALSAV PL3 treatment
1. good effects of the cure after an acceptable
treatment by injections
2. Very good result in AS equivalent to a cure after 12
injections.
3. Good results in RA after the same 12 injection
cure.
4. No important side effects

7.
CONCLUSIONS
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1. The autoimmune theorz of the Arthritis, especialz
of Ankylosing Sodylitis will be better to have a
review.
2. Arthitis and Osteoarthritis are different illneses
with the sama pathogenesis.
3. ALSAV PL3 is a homeopathic treatment with
diluted polypeptides without antigenicity.
4. ALSAV PL3 is not a specific target treatment.
5. the cure means to restore the balance of the
healthy energy of our body by local-regionalt
injections with ALSAV PL3 asociated with general
homeopathic treatment.
6. ALSAV PL3 is a treatment avoid of side effects.
If you need more detail we may fine my web page
www.geosavulescu-md.ro
were there are etiopatogenic talks and AS treatment.
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